Abstract-security in e-commerce is becoming an important issue to deal with as several cases of attacks to users' data are increasing exponentially. Therefore, there is absolute need for proper checks and balances to mitigate the lapses using the appropriate development framework. This paper provides as a candidate, Improve Extreme Programming Methodology by tightening security controls across the development stages without necessarily extending the process.
INTRODUCTION
This A report of Sysadmin Audit Network Security [1] on cyber security threads in 2009 have shown that Structured Query Language (SQL) Injection, Cross-site Scripting (XSS) and PHP File are the three most popular ways of compromising web applications. This points to the fact that web application layer is the initial focus of attackers where 75% of such attacks are XSS and SQL injection as contended by [2] . In another statistical survey according to [3] , there are 80% potential threats to Web applications using cross-site scripting, while 62% as a result of SQL Injection, 60% Parameter Tempering and 37% Cookies Poisoning. It therefore suffices to say that most of the threats in web application have little to do with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or firewall which has been the understanding of security experts previously. It is much more to do with the application layer [4] , [5] which according to [6] can be mitigated by inserting security checks and balances throughout the life cycle. In addition, the cost of not doing an adequate work during the early stage of identifying design flaws may impact so much on any web system which may require re-architecture or shipping an unnecessary patches [7] , [8] . Therefore, we present in this paper an improved Extreme Programming security framework for e-commerce as a candidate that tightens security across the lifecycle without extending it further.
II. Relevant Work
It has been argued by [9] , [10] , that there is no single methodology that is widely accepted as web methodology. However, researchers and practitioners tend to adopt or adapt from the existing software engineering methodology depending on the project type. Some of these methods such as [11] proposes a web engineering framework that applied iterative requirement specification, analysis, design and implementation in obtaining feedbacks from users. They included an Agile Modeling Principle in their requirement and analysis phase. Also, as a small web development such as those meant for students or non-commercial purpose, [12] and [13] proposes frameworks based on agile development which categorizes the stages into small web project, adopt modified XP process methodology, and apply XPMM. This is based on the fact that Agile methods are said to be the most preferred methods when it comes to developing web applications due to their rapid delivery nature and accommodation for change request [14] . It is interesting to note that, for the purpose of security in frameworks, none of the work mentioned earlier has actually considered inculcating security in the life cycle. However, [15] describe an agile method that is integrated with software development for security purpose, while [16] provided a beginners sensitization framework that captures an early though for security such as use case and misuse cases in design and implementation. Furthermore, [17] built in security checks around the feature driven development (FDD) by combining risk analysis within the FDD process with the aim of mitigating security lapses. It is argued that FDD approach is design and building phase centered instead of entire lifecycle [18] . But the most interesting work in relation to e-commerce security framework is proposed by [19] which is based on security engineering life cycle approach with security controls. Therefore, to deal with the issue of e-commerce security in details, our approach inserts and tightens security in the entire development process using also the most efficient methodology in terms of all stallholders' participation with pair reviewing code to double check areas of vulnerabilities.
III. COMPARISON OF AGILE METHODS USING FRAMEWORKS
Comparisons have shown the success of agile methods over traditional or heavyweight methods, researchers have also delved further into comparing the various agile methodologies using different frameworks and tools in order to give an insight on which agile method is appropriate for which home ground. Some of the most systematically guided comparisons are described by [20] . [21] has described some weaknesses in some of the agile methods such as Feature Driven Development which was described as putting more emphases on the design and implementation phase and hence requires the pairing of other approaches. Scrum is said to have been more or less small approach that leaves out details of integration and acceptance testing. Crystal Family of Methodology has a combination of methods such that choice of what method will suit what project happens to be a big task. Dynamic System Development Method despite its prototyping approach, it has a secrecy policy that gives the consortium the custody of processes in the method. Open Source Software Development is said to emphasis on code-free for members, but not an established methodology.
Rational Unified Process has additional tool support in its development without details of applicability in changing requirements.
Adaptive Software Development as the name implies, its adaptive culture imbibed by organization than full scale methodology. Another comprehensive analysis using framework for agile methods that incorporated most of the criteria used by [21] and other additional criteria is described by [22] as shown in table 1. Her findings show areas of commonality and difference in five selected agile methods.
Although the comparison has shown the different environment for the selected agile methods, it has also brought into light the customer collaboration that is associated with XP and its adaptation to changing request. 
V. CASE STUDY
The basic activities in development lie in the requirements, design, coding and testing. For the purpose of illustration, we examine the shopping cart activity in an online bookshop to explain two important stages in the model (Requirement, Design).
The requirement for an online bookshop is as follows: a. Customer search for books on the home page using a keywords b. The customer is expected to login and provide some basic information in order to add his choice of books to his cart and make a purchase c. Customer makes an order Therefore, the requirement definition will include:
A. Detail physical and intellectual property protection such as:
Active content protection/secrecy ii.
Client-to-server communication protection/confidentiality iii.
Server protection from attacks like spoofing, defacement etc iv.
Database server protection such as communication between client-todatabase B. Data processes i. Search books ii.
Add to cart iii.
Order books C. Use Case i. Customer search books using keywords ii.
Customer login to add to his cart the selected books iii.
Customer make an order D. Misuse case i. Attacker can craft a malicious code in the active content when placing a book in the cart ii.
Attacker can try to reveal customer's personal information stored in cookies iii.
Attacker can try to tamper with customers files through cookies iv.
The web server used to display the link requested by the user can be circumvented if it is porous The design follows the initial requirement set out. This approach presents a framework for e-commerce application development based on extreme programming methodology with inbuilt security checks and balances. The approach ensures the involvement of both the development team and business representatives at the very beginning which allows for identifying important security threats and dealing with such threats early enough in the lifecycle. Also, use/misuse cases are carried out from the requirement and design stage, while risk assessment is done in iteration to uncover vulnerabilities that may not have been detected from the initial phase. This research will henceforth focus on improvement of the framework based on different environment and determining different frameworks in the context of ecommerce web application and their possible edge over one another in terms of security.
